


when I started in this indrrstry in 2ooorthe specialty coffee rmoverrrent
uras knourn by the off-beat neighborhood caf6s that worked tirelessly
to show coffee consurners that there is an art to the beverage
tlrey enioy every day. We threw arorrnd terrns like ..Iatte art, and
'rristretto"to feel orrt the coffee shops we visited.we raratched to see
if they urorrld toss tlreir shots directly on ice rphile rrraking a latte on
the rocks.what it took to be superior at the craft of coffee rrras jrrdged
alrrrost solely in the arena of espresso rnaking. Brer,ved coffee was
alrarays there, brrt ure had yet to trrrly rrnderstand irrst vulrat ftind of
vehicle it had potential to be.

Most roasters hadnt visited a whole lot of farms
yet, so naturally we turned our attention to places

where we could manipulate the coffee without
dealing with the agricultural implications. We
churned all of our creative energies towards the
only controls we thought we had: improving our
equipment, our roasting and our skills. For me, I
stood conflicted the day I was introduced to the
newest grinder technology on the market-the
"Swiftl' I stared at that grinder realizing that, at
the time, it probably was indeed more consistent

than I was at something I so enjoyed doing. As
others looked excited by this new gadgetry, I
could only think one thing.

I had to beat it.
Now, after a whirlwind of experiences 10 years

Iater, I barely remember that promise to myself.
As the industry is in a boom of brew methods,
single origins and direct trade relationships, weve
been distracted from our old adversary: espresso.

With baristas even having opportunities to meet
farmers and visit countries of origin, a lot of
focus has been shifted into the regular old cup
of joe. Even I couldnt resist it. As a beverage, I
have really come to appreciate the flavor profiles
that can be enjoyed drip style, experiencing the
influence and range that processing, elevation,
varietal, and mp'iad other factors give to coffees.

But when it comes to coffee as a part of what I
do and dissect, I still have only ever had eyes for
espresso. It is beautiful to create and difficult to
tame, and I have aiways been determined to figure
it out, whatever that means.

In the years that I have worked for PT's Coffee
Roasting Co., I've had a number of roles, but
espresso has always been a non-negotiable part of
each position I agree to take on. When I started
managing some of the cafes, I also took on the role
ofstafftrainer, wanting to ensure that each barista
had a good and continuous grasp on their craft. As
I began coaching our competitive baristas, I found
a forum for discussing the refinement of technical
skills and a playground for experimentation. In

the last five years that I have been our wholesale

coffee trainer, I slowly took over the role of
espresso blending and espresso development,
giving me hours and hours to try to understand
how I can manipulate extraction and get varying
effects. Ive had exposure to a number ofdifferent
tools and machines, and I constantly try to live up
to our old mantra of 'hny barista, any coffee, any
equipment, any timei' I sought out new media
and experiences, whether competing (yes, I did),
judging, going to jams, or heiping with Specialty

Coffee Association of America (SCAA) classes.

fhe Develo1rrnent Begins
But in 2008 I started to struggle to find new
and valid resources, hoping to further discover
more in-depth ways that I could understand
espresso. I had gotten into cupping and found an

appreciation (as well as a jealousy) that there was

a standardized system for tasting and evaluating
'regular coffees' already in place, and that was so

diametrically opposed to our communal approach

to trying new espressos: throw it in the hopper
and use your senses to dial it in. I started to wish
that someone would have come up with a similar
system for espresso, because even for the most
adept barista, it requires a fair bit of consumption
throughout the process.

My role in blending was increasing to
help maintain our mainline espressos, as well
as identifying potentiai single origin espresso

offerings, which was fun and exciting. But it also

meant many days of over-caffienation and espresso

highs. I needed a structure to work within, and
after expressing my wish for a version of cupping
for espresso to )eff Taylor, he challenged me to
create my own using our resources.

I accepted whole-heartedly.

The very moment I started to think about what
made systems like the Cup of Excellence (CoE)

or SCAA cupping forms work, I realized exactly
why no one had really done anlthing for espresso

yet. The fundamental elements that make those
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GOffEE IITEO GAPTURE
flis section neips aiO understanding.of what variables the coffee itself

is Uiinging to thA table and how it iniiirences taste. lt also isolates what

is oenlraiiv out ol the control of the barista. Agtron in particular is use-

fut"tor trac(lng consistency from roast.to'Ioast and causes the user t0

oiriro.ri affintion to the correlation bet,wpen roast profile and shifts

in ir'"it p.t.tn.ters. The "bean to ground" cbrnparison was added at

tne.ilqJeit of our head roaster so that he ccjuld learn more about his

intf ue'iCe in greater detail. Agtron tiles will suffice for. basic tracking but

can Ue cnatt6nging to use foidetermining the roast degree ol the whole

EXTRAGTION INTO GAPTURE
, f tinO tfris section the most useful and fascinating for undersiand-
.' inn ,u inf f rence as the barista. I have a few grinders available'

ro"ii;Jr',lno1l to notate what worked on each model' Grind setting

cin Oe tun io watch between dillerent coffees, origins, varietals'

,nO iJrtlt, but cannot be used as an accurate gauge oi relative

grinO over'a long period of time due to burr wear and tear' lt

fielos the user u-nderstand the densities at play as well as the

rethionsfrips between different coffees that have to coexist

in i OtenO.'rt can be extremely useful in determining how well

:l*'"::

beans.

SENSORY E'TPERIENGE.
Fraorance-Smell the dry grounds sample
(l aiso use this sample for the agtron) and

make notes.

Arona-Smell the crema of the shot befo,re

vou sip.You can often gather a great deal'

ibout its flavor and viscosity by smelling

it. lt's a skill that is extremely useful to

develop when in a position that requires

a lot of espresso tasting to avoid extreme

over-caffienation, lt's diff icult to taste

espresso accurately when you are spitting,
as the linish is what generally leaves the

most lasting and lingering impression of the

exoerience. Also, because of the intensity
o{'espresso, palate fatigue is common after
so many shots are consumed.This allows

for other senses to aid the evaluation.

TASTING NOTES trND
GRAPH
Espresso is such a fast and intense tast-

ing experience that most ol it relies on

your memory of the experience, rather

ihan the experience you are currently hav-

inq. The circle diagram is about capturing
llalor in a more visual way. By plotting

each aspect of flavor you can connect the

dots and create a triangular representa-
tion of your experience, giving you an

overall visual sense of its balance. lt is a
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dilferent coffees will end up work-

ino tooether, or where there will be

oo"teniial problem areas. lf their grind

lettinqs are very far apart individually,

it couid mean that they will be at odds

when vou blend them together' Ratio
percentage (dose divided by mass) can

be aimed for or just be used to notate

what tasted the best. ln the end, this

section should be able to helP You
more easily recreate an experience in..

the luture,-or tell you where you left off.

BEVERtrGE EVALUATION
-"This section is to rate the experience in

both straight and milk appllcations, as not

all espressos are designed to be ideal lor

both. Some will score high as a straight
exoerience and be lost in milk, and vice

veisa. Some coflees are designed to be

treated as an'ingredient' rather than on

its own merits and this scoring allows lor

that. When evaluating in rnilk, we make

single six-ounce lattes (or competition
cap-puccinos). As long as the user is con-

, sistbnt in their milk brand and lat choice,

as well as ratio of milk to espresso this

scoring should remain consistent as well.

An overall versatility score out ol 100 can

be attained by adding both scores t0-

gether and mirttiptylng by five. Hall points

are acceptable for use.
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tool to take a snapshot of the experience, :
or be a basic frame of relerence ior people that are just

becoming familiar with tasting espresso. ln a blending

scenariolyou can superimpose individual singlp origin

roite.s or'er the top 6l eaih other to get a sen5e- of how

they would balance each other out in a blend iefore you

eveh taste them, More specific flavor notes a$d calls

should be written to the right. As for its use,lreat the

center as lowest in intensiiy, traveling outwards to higher

...',1"

' ':."

TAGTILE NOTES AND GRAPHS
when it comes to espresso, one oi the most defining characteristics is its

f,.rri.it.*tri., but rjrrhen I attempted to research more ior vocabulary on

tnli aspect of the beverage, it came up shockingly short. After discussing

ii *itf.'1 5n. ot our competitors that was considering blending as his focus,

*e OeclOeO on dividin! aspects of espresso texture into polar categories.

The three line graphs are for plotting different aspects of the tactile exper

;;;. ;ith;.;tiee, again to b'e used'as a kind ol snap assessment ol the

.orr...iihin;io tv|,Jpv, refers to mouth feel and how pervasive it is on thr

ori"1..,fo*'to,heavv;is for defining viscosity and overall body. Last but

[ot flrrt,-,O,V,to lJiiy'detines the f]nish. Moie specific notes about the

experience should be written to the right.

PRAGTIGAL GOMIVIENTtrRY
Barista Notes-This section is devoted to the experience of actu-

itiy preparing the coffee. Was it easy to work with? Was it really

cnifieniing t-o Oiat int Was it inconsistent from shot to shot?

Roaster Notes-This space is for any extraneous specific informa-

iion oiven about the roast profile, or notes o{ how roast could

be cfianged to manipulate flavors. This is especially usef ul as a

communication tool when roasting and espresso quality control

ire handled by different people. Agtron readings and evaluations

can be used as a common language lor discussing any changes

noticed as well,

intensity of that asPect
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systems viable is a standardization of dose, particle size, water volume,
and water contact time. The very nature of espresso-at least as we
have so far collectively approached it-defies those kinds of specific
parameters, varying in sty1e, preference, and profile the whole world
over. I'm not saying the same cant be said of al1 brew methods, but
espresso takes the phrase "margin for error" to a whole new level.

While it was almost an overwhelming impasse, I tried to think around
the issue, attempting to figure out if there were some variables that could
be proportionately set, like a sliding scale for parameters dependlng
on the style of blend you were working with. The closest I came to an

answer was roast profile possibly relating to an optimal dose, the lightest
and darkest requiring a lower dose and finer grind, while a more mid-
ranged profile tended to be in the 18-20 grarn range for a double. In
many cases I did find this to be true, but never totally definitive.

Over the next two-and-a-halfyears I continued to seek out patterns
and answers, constantly adding new data to track so I could find a

central point to start building a system. AII the rvhile we constantly used

it in whatever current incarnation we \\rere in as a tool for evaluating our
espressos, as well as having group double-blind tastings from multiple
roasters.

The Resrrlt and Irnplernentation
When I try to deline what exactly this fonn is, I find the simplest
description for it is the "Espresso Evaluation and Tracking Forml'At itt
most functional, that ls what it is designed to be: for people who want a

way to understand what 1ed to the tlavors they are tasting and whether
or not itt a viable option for thelr purposes and tastes. It's not about
a hard and fast judgment or score on a coffee,

but has built-in versatility to account tbr various
styles and pLlrposes. Because of this versatiliry it
can be used in creative ways to suit other ends,

whether in part or as a whole.

For roasting companies, thls form can be

massively helpful for the arduous task of espresso

blend management. Whether buiiding or
maintaining a blend, it gives a road map to the

many ways that you potentially couid achieve

the flavor profile you are trying to accomplish.

The Coffee Info Capture section isolates the
fundamentals of what comes with the preparation
of the coffee before use for consumption. The
Extraction Info Capture section throughout
consistent use shows the barista's influence on
the flavor, shot to shot and day to day. It aiso

bridges the communication between the roaster
and the blendeE giving them a common language

and format to both have and to share information
within. In full use in a roasting environment, it
creates accountability and can help see potential
for innovations in research and development of
coffee or equipment.

For caf6 owners and managers, this form
provides a great way to gather information about
the coffees yolr serve and track their peaks and

fades. It can be used in part as a barista dial-in
training tool, or for checking grind adjustments
during a staff change. You can use it to track the

overall consistency of the shots you serve and

the cofl-ee you buy. Its a quality control form as much as it is a i:.;..:::.
too1.

With repeated use, it can really pay off for the home barista. as .,' e-.

who often pays $20 for a pound ofcoffee. You can dial in vour t-avorites

and basically have a reference for a good ballpark start poinr tbr nett
time, or switch from coffee to coffee without worrying about rr-astinq

precious coffee by dialing in the grind again. It can help you remember
old favorites when it's time to buy again.

And for us barista folk, this form is a tool to use while learning to
hone your craft. It forces us to consider and identify al1 ofyour variables

simultaneously, and through consistent use creates reflexive habits. If
espresso were rnusic, this would be like an etude or technical piece,

designed to make you more comfortable with a particular move or
speed of playing. This trains thought, spurs refinement of action and

encourages experimentation, giving a data pool from which to create

new theories or confirm them to fact. It can also rapidly point out
weakness on your part, so you know where to focus your technique
and quickly improve. It's great for training for barista competitions. It
instantly gives you homework while you quickly get to know your coffee

and where its absolute peak is. It's a bit intense to Lise on your own, but
it is manageable. Dont get beat by technology.

The best and worst part? You get to taste the fruits of your labor to
understand how your actions changed it. After a1l, the point of coffee

is to taste good. I

No need to go tn circles,

\Me have )rou need.all the tea
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